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Perspective 

Major and minor surgery: Terms used for hundreds of years that have yet to be defined 

The terms ‘major’ and ‘minor’ surgery are widely used to describe procedures. The phrases are commonly used to explain procedures to patients 
and their families. The terms have even been ingrained into medical education, with the skill of surgical residents being evaluated based on completion 
of major surgical procedures [1]. It is remarkable that the distinction between major and minor surgeries remains unclear. 

In 1917 Dr. Earl requested clarification due to state law prohibiting osteopaths from performing major surgery [2]. He received a response listing 
the following criteria for major surgery: procedures that require general anesthetic, involve opening great body cavities, have risk of severe hem-
orrhage, put the patient’s life at stake, or require special anatomical knowledge and manipulative skills. These broad and vague criteria did not create 
a clear differentiation for what procedures are classified as minor or major surgery. Additionally, several of the criteria were largely subjective and 
depended on both the skill of the surgeon and the condition of the patient. For example, Johns Hopkins Medicine lists the dilation and curettage 
procedure as a minor surgery, yet there is a possible risk of hemorrhage and requires special anatomical knowledge [3]. 

In 1965, Small et al. conducted a survey of American surgeons on their professional opinion of what criteria classify a procedure into major or 
minor surgery [1]. Twelve common variables were identified, including mortality rate, amount of trauma, extent of dissection, condition of patient 
preoperatively, potential functional or cosmetic loss, usual duration of operation, space requirements, equipment required, anesthesia use, number of 
assistants required, difficulties assessed preoperatively, and special training required. The criteria were poorly suited for categorizing procedures 
preoperatively because a surgical case may appear to be minor on outset but prove to be major during the course of the operation. Additionally, the 
criteria did not consider conditions that would increase the risk of complications preoperatively such as pre-existing conditions. The study also 
inherently could not account for the advances in technology that have changed the speed, invasiveness, and use of anesthesia in procedures, limiting 
the generalizability to modern surgery. 

In 2020 Martin et al. attempted to reach a consensus on the definitions by surveying a panel of expert surgeons [4]. The study identified many of 
the same preoperative, procedure related, and postoperative criteria that were highlighted in the previous definitions, but also identified patient 
specific factors such as nutritional status and comorbidities. 

Despite the past and recent attempts to establish a delineation between minor and major surgeries, the terms still have no official definition. There 
are thousands of published papers on PubMed alone that describe surgical procedures using these undefined terms, which may have direct impli-
cations on interpretation of the research, and clinical practices or outcomes. Considering the exact and specific nature of research, it is concerning that 
use of these undefined terms is still so widespread. 

The lack of a definition even has implications for surgical residency training, as residents are evaluated on their ability to perform major surgery. 
Many residency handbooks and evaluation reports list competency to perform major surgical procedures as a criterion for progression through the 
program. The Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) provides an extensive list of cases categorized into major and minor 
surgery but does not provide the criteria used to classify procedures into either group [5]. The ACGME website also hosts an application that cate-
gorizes procedures as major or minor based on Common Procedural Terminology (CPT) codes for resident documentation [5]. The existence of such a 
program would indicate that there is an established definition of major and minor surgery used to classify procedures, but ACGME provides no 
explanation for either designation. 

Considering the variable definitions for major and minor surgery, why is the nomenclature still in use? They are simple terms that easily convey the 
complexity of a procedure. Patients and their families are unlikely to possess the medical literacy to understand the risks of a surgery but understand 
the implied connotation of a minor or major surgery. Obviously, physicians have the responsibility to communicate the pertinent details about a 
procedure to their patients, but the terms “minor” or “major” set the tone for their expectations. 

The issues with the nomenclature arise mainly when used to describe a borderline procedure or a procedure that may depend greatly on the 
condition of the patient. For example, many procedures may be classified as minor surgery for the general population but may be considered major 
surgery for a patient with hemophilia [6]. However, a recent review of the literature found that there is a lack of consensus on the classification of 
procedures into the two categories [7]. Regardless, it is impossible to create clear definitions for these niche cases when scientific community has 
failed to even reach a consensus on the classification for the general public. 

With the nomenclature so ingrained into medicine it begs the question: what should we do to correct this issue? Some surgeons avoid the terms 
altogether, but they are undeniably universally understood and effective at communicating the severity of a procedure to the general public. However, 
this utility needs to be weighed against the potential complications caused by inappropriate use in scientific literature and medical education. 

Major and minor surgery may continue to prove useful nomenclature for generalizing the severity of procedures, but should be avoided in scientific 
writing unless accompanied by a thorough explanation of the included or excluded procedures for each. Whenever the terms are used it should be 
noted that any minor surgery can occasionally have major consequences. 
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